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ABSTRACT: Ecosystem services provide the settings for much recreation in New Zealand, but the informal nature of that recreation
means the extent of activity, and the value attached to it, are hard to determine. Recreation in natural areas comes under the jurisdiction
of several public agencies, but none provides a complete picture of the value of recreation derived from natural ecosystems, or the value
at risk when other developments change those ecosystem services. A review of existing estimates of recreation value reveal limitations
of data and the assumptions used. There are as yet too few studies to draw robust inference on the value of ecosystem services to
recreation or its variation with changing ecological condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Recreation is one of the ecosystem services identified by the
UN’s Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), and covers the
‘free services’ of natural capital in providing ‘infrastructure’ for
recreational pursuits. It is an important cultural service, but there
is little quantitative data on its value in New Zealand.
In recent decades New Zealand has witnessed a rapid expansion of participation in outdoor recreation, particularly those
forms based on satisfying ‘inner-directed’ needs for activity,
adventure and appreciation of the natural environment. This
expansion is usually attributed to a combination of interrelated
factors, including increasing real incomes, increasing leisure
time and the adoption of the holiday habit, increasing personal
mobility through rising car ownership and improved roading
networks, higher educational attainment creating new appreciation of the environment and its potential for recreation, and,
some would argue, an increase in everyday stress, prompting
more escapism into less complex outdoor surroundings.
Whatever the cause, one thing remains certain: the resources
available for supply of recreation facilities are limited, as are the
time and money available to individuals who use them. All decisions on the provision and use of recreation resources contain an
economic dimension.
What gets measured gets managed is a familiar modern
management mantra, but much recreation is not measured.
It occurs informally and falls outside the system of market
exchange so it is dispersed and difficult to observe. This becomes
apparent when recreation sites are threatened by new developments, and there is no ready means to compare the value of the
current and future uses of the site for recreation against the more
concrete expected benefits of the development. In such situations
it is possible for decisions to underweigh the recreational value,
resulting in inefficient resource allocation and use.
The system of ecosystem services expounded by the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003) was specifically
designed to address the problem of ‘missing markets’1 for the
natural environment and provide means of weighing the environment in economic terms. It gives effect to the idea that the
environment is a source of natural capital, a collection of natural
assets whose value can be inferred from the stream of beneficial
services it provides to human activity. But putting it into practice depends on knowing what ecosystem services contribute to
different activities, how much benefit and value is derived from
ecosystem services, and what is it worth to protect or enhance the
natural capital that provides them.

This chapter provides a review of knowledge about recreation in New Zealand and how much value recreation obtains
from ecosystem services. It first provides definitions of recreation in relation to ecosystem services, and the range of recreation
activities that are more or less dependent on such services. It then
describes approaches to the economic assessment of recreation
and the specific methods used to put them into effect. Finally
it reviews evidence of the level and value of recreation in New
Zealand at present, and considers recent trends and implications
for the future.
By international standards New Zealand is a country with
a small population and relatively limited resources to put into
monitoring and understanding its complex biogeography and
interactions with human activities. Reliable data are limited,
collected for specific purposes, and it is necessary to draw
inferences on recreation from secondary sources. The value of
recreation varies over time and space according to changes in
external circumstances. Recreation operates in local markets so
that the value of a particular recreation site will vary according
to the conditions in its immediate surroundings, making it difficult to infer nationally relevant values from studies of particular
geographic locations. Identifying trends in activity and value of
recreation in New Zealand is an exercise in detection and inference from multiple sources.
Defining recreation in relation to ecosystem services
Ecosystem services provide the settings in which recreation
takes place, comprising land cover and the stability and resilience of biodiversity and its constituent plant communities and
watchable wildlife. Also contributing to the value for recreation
are some of ecosystems’ regulatory services, such as the shelter
from wind or sun provided by a tree canopy or the ecosystem’s
effects in moderating river flows and maintaining water quality,
as well as provisioning services in providing harvestable stocks
for extractive recreation like fishing and hunting, to the extent that
they provide people with food for the pot. Even in those cases
the economic value of the recreation experience, as expressed in
people’s willingness to pay for it, is usually much larger than the
value of any produce obtained from it: the value of a day’s fishing
is greater than the value of the equivalent fish bought off the slab,
as is evident from those who persist in fishing even after fishless
days.
Recreation is a subset of a broader category of leisure, which
is time spent away from business, work and domestic chores,
and excluding unavoidable life-supporting pastimes such as
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eating and sleeping. The recreation most dependent on ecosystem
services is that which is pursued outside, particularly in natural or
semi-natural settings.
Such outdoor recreation undertaken at more than 40 kilometres from an individual’s home falls under the definition of
tourism, as recorded in tourism statistics. This distinction follows
a British Tourism Authority definition from the 1960s, when
travel was slower and more costly in real terms than today. Under
this definition people heading into their local hills – such as
Christchurch residents heading to Mount Hutt or Arthur’s Pass or
Wellingtonians into the Tararuas – would be classed as tourists,
even though they may regard it as their own backyard and they
bring all their equipment, food and fuel from home, having little
economic impact on the area they visit.
In practical terms it is often difficult to disentangle tourists
from locals and, without unduly overlapping with a separate
chapter on tourism in this book, it will be necessary to draw on
tourism material to fill out the picture of recreation activity.
A tourist and a local undertaking outdoor recreation may
be indistinguishable on the ground, but their economic consequences can be distinct:
• Tourists’ knowledge of particular localities is typically more
limited than that of locals, so they tend to concentrate on better
known areas and facilities
• Tourist expenditure patterns differ from local users’ in making
greater use of accommodation, hospitality, transport and
guiding services than locals
• As tourists tend to visit particular localities relatively infrequently, they are less likely to notice environmental changes
than repeat visitors, who are more likely to be local
• Having invested money and time in searching for, selecting and
travelling to a destination over others, tourists may have high
expectations of what they will find.
Another activity related to recreation is sport, which involves
physical recreation activities in a competitive context. This overlaps with outdoor recreation to the extent that there are competitive
events in outdoor settings, such as coast-to-coast races or downhill skiing contests. But most sport takes place in more modified
settings than outdoor recreation, and economic measures of sport
impacts differ in that they include spending by spectators and
others not engaged in physical activity.2 It will be necessary to
draw on material on the economic value of sport and recreation
activity, which are commonly linked together in studies.
Range of ecosystem-dependent recreation activities
With these definitions the range of recreation activities can
be winnowed down to those that are likely to derive value from
ecosystem services. First to be excluded are indoor sports such as
squash, basketball or indoor swimming, which depend on built
infrastructure and can be undertaken anywhere, with the right
facilities. Next for exclusion are those activities that use outdoor
courts, stadia or playing fields, including athletic track and field
events and games such as football and cricket that are played on
a prepared pitch. These activities are not immune to the effects
of natural environmental conditions, as is evident from the list
of cancellations on wet weekends, but their settings are highly
modified and hardly natural ecosystems, even though they may
use natural components like grass.
Excluding these categories leaves a list of recreation activities dependent on ecosystem services that can be divided into a
number of distinct groups:
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• Activities dependent on extractable natural resource stocks,
such as fishing, hunting and other forms of collecting
• Non-extractive activities carried out in settings created by
natural ecosystems, such as
– Land-based activities like tramping, mountain biking, horse
trekking, camping
– Water-based activities, such as swimming, beach-bathing,
canoeing, sailing
– Motorised activities such as trail biking, four-wheel-drive
vehicles, motor boating, or driving in scenic areas
– Passive recreations such as picnicking, strolling, sunbathing
or sightseeing in settings defined by natural ecosystems.
Although passive recreation is valuable to its participants, it
is less associated with some of the external benefits attributed
to more active forms of recreation. Some studies of recreation
value exclude passive recreation, while others include it. As it is
impractical to distinguish it from active forms in some statistics,
in this review it is included.
Some activities are becoming progressively less dependent on
ecosystem services over time. For instance, snow sports such as
skiing are increasingly relying on snow-making and grooming to
reduce their dependence on the vagaries of weather. It could be
argued that activities like skiing or sailing, although dependent on
large-scale planetary systems of climate and wind patterns, are not
reliant on the biological processes that drive ecosystem services.
However, they may still, less directly, rely on ecosystem services
in a supporting role, for instance with respect to water quality, so
will remain within scope for the purposes of this review.
International literature has found that informal recreation,
including passive recreation and those without any organisation,
tend to predominate numerically, but are also the most difficult
to monitor and exert influence over (UK National Ecosystem
Assessment 2011). There is reason to believe that the same is true
in New Zealand, although as described later, a simple head count
is not necessarily a complete guide to the value of recreation to
the country at large.
Recreation dependent on ecosystem services therefore covers
a broad range of activities that does not coincide with the roles and
responsibilities of any one public agency in New Zealand today.
Sport New Zealand, as did its predecessors Sport and Recreation
New Zealand (SPARC) and the Hillary Commission, has general
responsibility for promoting recreation participation in New
Zealand, commissions research into outdoor recreation (Booth et
al 2010) and has authored an outdoor recreation strategy (SPARC
2008a). But a lot of its activity has been directed at sport and
recreation in urban settings and the industries and clubs that bring
it about, with tenuous links to natural ecosystems, and outdoor
recreation research in New Zealand is fragmented, leaving many
gaps (Booth and Lynch 2010).
The Department of Conservation, as manager of 30% of New
Zealand’s land area, much of it maintained in a natural state as
national parks and reserves, also has a significant role in monitoring recreation affected by ecosystem services. It has a national
database of visitors to its natural areas, with firm evidence for
the use of some of its visitor services (such as the Great Walks)
and rather less reliable data on its more remote areas. But DOC
does not have oversight over activities on most private lands,
along rivers or coasts, and hence has incomplete coverage of
the ecosystem service contribution to the full range of recreation
activities.
Tourism New Zealand and its ministerial supervisors, the
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former Ministry of Tourism now embedded within the Ministry
of Business, Innovation and Employment, collects information
on nature-based tourism, distinguishing between domestic and
international tourists, but it will not necessarily pick up on local
activities undertaken within a short distance of home. A range
of other agencies, such as regional councils, territorial authorities, the Mountain Safety Council, New Zealand Fish and Game,
the Walking Access Commission and the NZ Conservation
Authority, have an interest in recreation affected by natural
ecosystems, and some records of activity that add to the picture of
recreation. But none of them collect a broad range of information
on relevant recreational activity. Such a picture must be inferred
from existing sources through a sort of triangulation to define the
economic space within which such recreation is likely to lie.
AN APPROACH TO THE VALUE OF RECREATION
The value of recreation means different things to different
people, but nowadays it appears to be almost universally regarded
as positive. At the individual level, recreation is viewed as an
important means of relaxation, de-stressing and recharging energies for future challenges. It can also be a means of socialising
and sustaining friendships, of learning new skills, and generally
raising the quality of life, self-esteem and confidence. At a collective level it is seen as providing benefits to communities through
improvements in physical and mental health, building social
capital through interpersonal contacts, improving participants’
skill base, providing a symbolic sense of identity (although more
for sport, than recreation) and contributing to economic activity
through the spending it stimulates. Economists, however, try to
condense these diverse views on value to questions of resource
use choice, in particular the costs incurred in supplying recreation
opportunities and the value obtained from participation.
Changes in ecosystems raise concerns that valuable services
may be lost or diminished if ecosystems degrade. This raises
the question of how valuable are these services, or put another
way, how much worse off would people be if they had less of
the natural assets that provide these services? Economic valuation attempts to answer these questions, based on the premise
that people derive benefit from the use of ecosystem services,
either directly or indirectly, now or in the future, and that they
would be willing to trade or exchange other things to maintain
these services, even where such services are outside the scope
of market exchanges. Valuation attempts to measure all services
in monetary terms to provide a common metric for expressing
the benefits of the variety of services provided, but this does not
mean that only services that generate monetary benefits are taken
into account. Services that are not privately owned, or for which
substantial externality3 spillovers exist, are not completely valued
through market transactions, requiring some means of assessing
the non-market-value components in a consistent manner.
The critical challenge is how to demonstrate the value for
recreation of ecosystem services and changes in their level? While
there is reasonable knowledge about the costs to government,
local authorities and some other public bodies incurred in maintaining the ecosystems that provide these services, less is known
about private and charitable expenditures and even less about
opportunity costs of forgone developments. These, however,
are all measures of costs, and must be compared to the value of
benefit obtained to determine the net value of ecosystem services.
It is necessary to look beyond the normal range of studies, either
economy-wide studies of economic contribution or studies of the
value of specific sites, to consider a framework that links both and
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provides insight into how changes in ecosystem services affect
the value of recreation, and vice versa.
Recreation is a consumption good whose value accrues
primarily to the consumer, or participant. Like other goods it is the
result of a production process in which inputs of land, labour and
capital are used to produce an output of value to its consumers,
who expend some of their own resources to acquire the good for
consumption. The level of recreation reflects the interaction of
supply and demand, even though some of the input factors and
the demand may not be explicitly valued. Modern awareness of
the role of ecosystems in supporting production in various ways
means that the input factor ‘land’ can be interpreted broadly to
include all environmental resources provided by nature, including
those of self-sustaining natural ecosystems.
The measure of recreation depends on the number of participants over a defined period multiplied by the frequency of their
participation, the product of which is the activity level (participant days). An ideal dataset would have number of participant
days broken down by activity categories and settings, to which
can be attached estimates of economic value as a basis for examining how value varies with changes in setting and condition.
Spending generated by an activity provides a basis for measuring
the contribution to the economy, but it is the economic surpluses
to producers and consumers that is the net economic value of
recreation.
In national accounting terms it should be possible to estimate
a value for recreation as for any other sector by deducting from
the activity’s output value the intermediate consumption of inputs
from other sectors necessary to generate its output. This approach
does not help much with recreation because there is no recreation
sector and no measured value of output, so it needs to be pieced
together from bits of other sectors, in similar fashion to the way
in which a satellite account is constructed for tourism (Statistics
New Zealand 2012). But recreation is further complicated because
so much of it is non-priced activity, with no obvious indicator of
unit value, and because recreation consumers are also in part its
producers, spending their own money and time in various ways to
create the recreation experience they enjoy.
Consequently enumerating the economic value of recreation
falls back on indirect means. This may involve:
• Compiling data on production and employment in recreationrelated industries, allowing for the fact that only part of these
industries will be attributable to recreation, as distinct from that
which is attributable to, say, indoor sports
– Making allowance for only a portion of annual sales and
output being due to consumption activity in the current year,
with some current spending being on longer-lived capital items
such as equipment
– Also making allowance for the fact that some industry outputs
are not related to recreation in New Zealand – for instance the
largest physical export items of recreation-related industries
are racehorses and superyachts – and hence need to be removed
from a value estimate for recreation in New Zealand
• Extending the scope of the estimate to include effects that flow
from the level of recreation participation in New Zealand, for
example indirect expenditure impacts on such things as accommodation services for recreation undertaken away from home
• Extending the scope to estimate some of the externality effects
consequent on recreation activity, such as effects on health (and
saved Budget Health costs) and productivity of a more active,
fitter population, and effects on social cohesion and identity
from shared interest in recreation.
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Extending the scope of the evaluation becomes progressively
more difficult with each successive addition of a new layer. Even
then the value is not complete, as recreation participants get value
from recreation over and above what they actually spend on gear
and travel costs to create the experience. The difference between
what they actually pay and what they would be willing to pay is
a consumer surplus, and is the major reason for the development
of techniques of non-market valuation to establish the value of
changes in recreational opportunities and sites.
For much outdoor recreation in New Zealand there is no
market exchange mechanism due to ‘missing markets’, making
it difficult to assess the value of the activity and the return to
its input factors. In certain respects outdoor recreation displays
the economic characteristics of a public good. It is impractical
to impose a charge and exclude non-payers from extensive areas
such as national parks or the coast because of high transaction
costs, and because additional users can be admitted to such areas
at near zero marginal cost, until use accumulates to a level where
overuse damages the infrastructure or congestion impinges on the
recreation experience for others. It would be inefficient to introduce charges that cost more to collect than the marginal cost of
the activity being charged, and to impose prices that deter use
that could be accommodated at negligible marginal cost to the
environment and other users.
In New Zealand, as in other countries, a two-tier system of
recreation management has evolved. The private sector operates
intensively used facilities, such as motor camps and attractions,
where a combination of relative scarcity and high throughput
yields revenues sufficient to cover costs and a return for the
private supplier, while the public sector controls large tracts of
less intensively used land, on which facilities are often provided
with cross-subsidy, on the expectation that there are positive
externalities from enabling recreation in such areas.
Studies on the economic value of recreation list among the
benefits such items as:
• Economic contributon, sometimes expressed as the direct and
indirect (multiplier) impacts arising from investment in the
recreation base of parks, trails, facilities, etc.
• Welfare benefits, expressed through participants’ willingness
to pay for the recreation themselves
• Productivity and health benefits associated with a more active
population with lower incidence of obesity and associated
ill-health, with savings in economic costs from avoidance of
medical expenditures, lost productive days at work, etc.
• Education and research benefits, in that purposeful recreational
activity is associated with improved mental well-being and a
boost to learning capabilities, as well as making people more
aware of their surroundings and able to contribute to scientific
understanding of the environment
• Improvements in social capital, with people joining together in
social networks for their recreation, and using the skills gained
in recreational activities productively in other settings, in work,
voluntary activity and at home
• Crime reduction is a benefit claimed, particularly in deprived
urban contexts, for providing outlets for purposeful leisure
activities and diverting people from taking up crime.
The last four bullets all have elements of positive externality,
although how large is a matter for conjecture. In principle all have
economic value from the avoidance of costs that would otherwise
be incurred (health costs, protection against crime, etc.) and the
potential for enhanced productivity in beneficial activities due to
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more relaxed individuals.
Effects of recreation on social capital, education and research,
and crime reduction are all matters for which qualitative evidence
exists, but it is difficult to translate this into quantitative measures for compiling economic valuations. These matters will be
discussed where appropriate but are not immediately capable of
precise quantification.
Methods of valuing recreation
Literature on the economic value of recreation falls under
two broad headings: economic impact studies and economic
welfare analysis. Economic impact studies focus on the current
expenditures associated with recreation. The economic impact of
recreational activity is usually assessed by examining how much
money recreationists contribute to an economy through spending
related to access, equipment, transport, guiding and other goods
and services on their recreational trips. Such studies commonly
focus on gross expenditures, associated jobs, and incomes (or
GDP contribution), and rather less commonly on profits and tax
contribution to local and central government. Some such studies
prepare full satellite accounts for sport and recreation, attributing shares of other sectors’ activity to sport and recreation.
For example, in the UK (Cambridge Econometrics 2003) one
such study attributed a share of the publishing industry’s output
to sport and recreation in proportion to the amount of sports
coverage in publications.Tasmania has recently prepared such a
satellite account, demonstrating the feasibility of applying it to a
smaller economy than the UK (Sport and Recreation Tasmania
2012). Such studies encapsulate the importance of recreational
activity in stimulating local business, and they provide a basis
for comparison with other economic sectors, but they do not
represent net benefits to the economy as they do not cover the
components of externalities and consumer surplus.
Welfare analysis aims to measure economic surpluses and
includes non-market values as well. The non-market value of
recreation represents the economic value recreationists place
on the natural resources they use, beyond what they have to pay
to access these resources. For example, a day of angling often
costs the anglers less than their maximum willingness to pay for
the experience, and the gap between actual cost and how much
it is ‘worth’ is a consumer surplus that contributes to economic
well-being. There are other non-market effects not captured by
the participants themselves, where recreation is associated with a
reduction in costs falling on third parties as externalities.
From a policy perspective the valuation method required
depends on the question being asked. To demonstrate that recreation contributes to the economy, an economic impact approach
can be useful in identifying direct and indirect effects through
the economy, which sectors benefit from new business and by
how much. To demonstrate that spending on recreation provision
improves the welfare of the community and makes it better off,
a cost–benefit analysis that focuses on the change in values that
arises would be more appropriate. In either case, apportioning part
of a broader value for recreation, sport or tourism to recreation
dependent on ecosystem services provides a lead in to estimating
the value of ecosystem services to recreation.
The economic literature now recognises that ‘Total Economic
Value’ (TEV) of natural resources encompasses both market and
non-market values (Sharp and Kerr 2005), the components of
which can be divided into:
• Direct current use values, usually measured in terms of outputs
of commercial commodities or services, but for unpriced
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recreation including non-commercial considerations of how
much people pay for their recreation
• Indirect current use (functional) values, mostly referring to
environmental services that support or protect economic
production, consumption or assets (e.g. flood reduction) but in
the case of recreation, reflecting such outcomes as health and
productivity gains for participants supporting other economic
activities
• Future use values, that is, the benefit gained from retaining
resources for future consumption, particularly where there is
a possibility that future technology will increase the usefulness
of the resource, including both:
– option value: the value of retaining a resource for own use
in future (e.g. recreation tastes change through the family life
cycle);
– bequest value: the value of retaining a resource to bequest to
future users
• Non-use values (sometimes called passive-use values, but not
to be confused with passive activities like picnicking) reflecting
current preferences to preserve the existence of the resource
into the future, without prospect of any direct use benefit for the
current holders of this preference.
The direct current use, future use and non-use values will all
be reflected in people’s willingness to pay to retain the opportunity for future recreation. Indirect current use value may not be,
as it arises from positive externalities giving rise to avoided costs
for third parties.
The choice of method for valuing recreation on natural areas
is broadly between:
• Market values of nature-based goods and services
• Cost-based methods that consider avoided costs or the value of
the next best alternative means as obtaining the same service as
that provided by ecosystems
• Revealed preference methods that infer a value for recreation
opportunity from some associated or ‘surrogate’ market indicators, such as travel costs or the variability of house prices with
proximity to recreation areas
• Stated preference techniques that directly question a sample of
respondents about their willingness to pay to access the recreational opportunity.
In principle it is possible to estimate different layers of value
from the different services provided by natural ecosystems. This
is the approach that has been tried overseas, resulting in estimates that give more of a snapshot of the size and composition
of economic contribution than an indication of marginal value of
additional recreation (Ghermandi et al. 2009).
For New Zealand’s conservation assets, the most readily quantifiable ecosystem services yield market values for commercial
operations such as tourism and recreation concessions, locations for filming, rentals for transmission facilities and so on.
Ecosystem services requiring non-market valuation are services
for downstream water use (flood moderation), contributions to
biodiversity survival and non-priced recreational access. Where
trade-offs arise between commercial and non-commercial
services, the latter can only be weighed in economic terms with
some form of non-market valuation. Development or encroachment onto those assets is likely to increase the market value of
commercial services obtained from them, but also reduce the
non-market values. A critical issue, therefore, is whether the total
value of resource under development is greater or less than when
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retained for recreation.
Because of the complexity and expense of undertaking environmental valuation, interest has grown in what is known as
‘benefit transfer’. This entails applying an economic value estimate from one site to a similar project at a different site. The
simplest approach is transferring unit values (such as a value per
visitor day). Studies have shown, though, that people may have
quite different values for different sites (Kerr and Sharp 2004).
An alternative is to estimate a demand function from one site
and transfer that to the new site, using local variables appropriate
to that site. For example, recreation value could be a function of
local population, distance from the site, and the availability of
alternative sites. This function can be transferred from one site to
the next to reflect differences in these contextual characteristics.
International literature recognises that benefit transfer can
be useful, but also that it is often not done very well (de Fries
and Pagiola 2004). The importance of site context points to the
danger of relying on results from international studies to infer
value for a local resource in New Zealand. Conditions, tastes
and opportunities may be quite different between communities
within and between countries. It also means that some of the rules
of thumb used in decisions involving the environment are less
appropriate for recreation than for other environmental factors.
For instance, in the practice of the Resource Management Act
1991 it is common to distinguish effects as of national, regional
or local significance, often with the implication that the national
carries higher weighting than the local. But from a national
perspective there are usually many recreation opportunities and
substitute sites, implying low retention value for any particular
site. Whereas at a local level alternatives may be scarce so
removal of a site can impose much larger costs on local users,
implying a high retention value.
One further approach to valuation is deliberative methods
such as focus groups or citizen juries, which enable a sample of
the public to give a more informed and considered response to
resource use choices than in the time-constrained context of a
stated preference survey. Overseas these have been used as standalone alternatives to stated preference valuations, or sometimes in
conjuction with them to verify the results (Spash et al. 2005). This
approach has not been used much in New Zealand to date, where
focus groups tend to be used as a precursor to stated preference
studies or as a means of revealing issues for shaping the questions
rather than for validating the results.
Role of non-market valuation techniques
There is an extensive literature on environmental valuation in
general, along with reviews of state of the art applications (OECD
1994) and works relating it to economic impact and efficiency
analysis techniques (Peterson et al. 1992). This runs from early
recognition of the sources of positive value for unpriced environmental resources (Krutilla 1967), through consideration of the
way in which such values change over time (Fisher et al. 1974)
to a range of refinements in techniques to elicit such values. The
process of non-market valuation received wider recognition
following the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill, as a result of which a
so-called NOAA4 panel of experts (including two Nobel laureate
economists) provided a set of recommendations for stated preference valuations suitable for use in judicial settings (Arrow et al.
1993). As stated preference methods are based on hypothetical
questions there is doubt over whether responses reflect what
actual behaviour would be, fanned by valuation results that often
appear high relative to observable behaviour (Clough 2010). The
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practical usefulness of this endorsement of stated preference
methods of valuation divided opinion at the time (Diamond and
Hausman 1994; Portney 1994) and continues to do so (Carson
2012; Kling et al. 2012; Haussman 2012).
The basic problem in evaluating a public recreation resource
is that the usual yardstick of value, a consumer price, is partially
or totally lacking. Non-market valuation techniques have been
developed to address that problem and infer an economic value in
the absence of clear market prices.
Valuation methods vary by their derivation and scope.
Cost-based valuation techniques (such as lost outputs, defensive expenditures, replacement costs or ‘shadow’ projects), are
readily implementable but largely exclude aspects of consumers
surplus. To capture these aspects of value it is necessary to resort
to non-market valuation techniques measuring willingness to pay,
including revealed preference methods that derive demand curves
for unpriced environmental attributes from associated actual
expenditures, such as travel cost analysis (TCA) of recreational
sites and hedonic pricing methods (HPM) that isolate an amenity
value from house prices. But to capture future use or non-use
values it is necessary to resort to stated preference techniques
such as the contingent valuation method (CVM), which asks
respondents directly their willingness to pay for a specified environmental change; or the related techniques of choice modelling
(CM), contingent ranking and conjoint analysis, all variations on
a process for eliciting respondents’ preferred package of attributes, as well as a willingness to pay for it.
For outdoor recreation that is informal or outside market
transactions, market-based valuations clearly have limited application. It is possible to examine the price and quantity data for
commercial recreation services, like guiding concessions in
national parks, but these only capture a portion of total recreational activity. The value of these services is also a poor guide
to the value of other ‘similar’ non-commercial recreation as the
participant experience is not the same – indeed, the differentiation of the concession offering from the do-it-yourself alternative
is the basis for concession pricing and generating return for the
additional resources required. The daily charge per adult user on
guided walk concessions on the Milford and Routeburn tracks
is about nine times that on DOC’s freedom walking options on
the same tracks, and that differentiation can only be sustained by
substantial differences in the service offerings.
Outdoor recreation has a distinctive characteristic in that
people travel to specific locations to consume it in situ. This is
the essence of the travel cost method, the longest established
non-market valuation for recreation, which was developed in the
USA by Marion Clawson, Jack Knetsch and other economists
into a two-stage derivation of a demand curve for visitation to
a particular site. Bouma (1976) later reversed the site-specific
nature of Clawson’s method to envisage a model with a central
population area surrounded by a number of separate parks, the
use level and value of which was described by a function of travel
costs and congestion at each individual park. That approach
was later refined into the hedonic travel cost method by Brown
and Mendelsohn (1984). However, this has not been much used
because of formidable data requirements and it has received
damming reviews for involving considerable inaccuracy and not
providing useful information for many important policy questions (Bockstael and McConnell 1998).
The travel cost method (with numerous modifications) has
been widely used and has two principal advantages over other
valuation methods: it is relatively easy to apply with well-known
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data requirements; and it is based on actual expenditures and real
behaviour. Its main limitations are that it is only suited to valuing
single sites attracting visitation from a sufficiently wide area to
exhibit variation in travel cost between origin and destination.
The basic expression is:
Vij = f (Cij, Tij, Ai, Si, Yi …)
Where Vij = visitation rate from origin i to destination j
Cij = travel cost from origin i to destination j
Tij = round trip travel time (or distance) from origin i to
destination j
Ai = some measure for tastes for recreation in origin i
Si = some measure of substitute sites available to origin i
Yi = income levels in origin i
It has also in practice not resolved difficulties in attributing
to the site travel costs that are jointly shared with other sites
(Clough and Meister 1991), and in handling variables other than
basic travel costs. In recent years stated preference techniques
have tended to overshadow it, being viewed as more versatile in
application to questions of marginal change in conditions. But the
travel cost model remains useful for its basic insight about the
specifics of locality of recreation markets. The value of a given
resource varies according to what lies around it, both in terms
of the population characteristics that affect demand for recreation, and the supply characteristics of substitutes available for the
recreation provided.
CURRENT RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN NEW ZEALAND
A snapshot of physical recreation activities is provided by the
periodic Active New Zealand surveys, the most recent of which
was published containing data for 2008 (SPARC 2009). It reports
results of a survey of adults aged 16 and above and contains
information on what activities they have undertaken over the
past year, and also over the 4 weeks preceding the survey, to
give an indication of frequency of activity. The survey covers
57 different recreational and sporting activities, 23 of which are
highly or somewhat dependent on the natural settings provided
by ecosystem services. The distinction between the two categories of dependency is unavoidably arbitrary and open to debate,
but activities in the ‘somewhat dependent’ category are those
that either commonly occur with limited contact with the outside
elements (such as motor sports), or those that use highly modified
settings (such as golf). Activities such as sailing or surfing, in
which the most important natural inputs of wind and waves are
not driven by biological elements within ecosystems are nevertheless rated ‘highly dependent’ because of close contact with
water and the significance of water quality.
The results of that survey are summarised in Figure 1.
Activities with the highest participation are those which are
somewhat dependent, such as walking, gardening, swimming and
jogging. The highest of the highly dependent categories is sea
fishing (17%), followed by tramping (9%) and a range of other
outdoor pursuits.
Another source of information on recreational activities
exposed to ecosystem services are the statistics on nature-based
tourism compiled in 2009 by the former Ministry of Tourism
(now absorbed within the Ministry of Business, Innovation,
and Employment). These statistics, compiled from surveys of
domestic and international tourists, identify a number of recreational activities undertaken by tourists, calculate the number
of visitors participating in each activity and the propensity, or
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to ecosystem services; the FIGURE 1 Percentage of New Zealand adults participating in different recreation activities (data from SPARC 2009).
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(e.g.
Mountaineering
Multisports
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Motorcycles sport
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Sailing/yachting
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Snowboarding
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Hunting
unspecified categories in
Suring/bodyboarding
their top 30, which includes
Fishing (freshwater)
Cycling (mountain)
13 recreational activities
Canoeing/kayaking
shared with domestic tourists
Tramping
but also a number of wildlifeGolf
watching activities that do
Fishing (marine)
Jogging/running
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tourists’ top 30 list. For most
Swimming
of the shared activities, there
Gardening
are far more domestic tourists
Walking
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tourists, but the propensity
of tourists to participate in an FIGURE 2 Tourist participation in nature-based activities (data from Ministry of Tourism 2009).
activity is greater for interna(the typical user of Great Walks and similar serviced tracks),
tional than for domestic tourists for all the activities they share
back-country adventurers (conventional trampers and hunters for
in common. This is a reflection of there being far more domestic
whom more basic facilities suffice), and remoteness seekers (selftourist nights than international tourist nights recorded each year,
reliant wilderness enthusiasts who seek no facilities).
most not having nature-based recreation as a primary motivation.
Referring to Southland as an illustration, the raw figures
The SPARC and Ministry of Tourism figures are confined to
from the database show a preponderance of short-stop travellers
participation, not levels of activity like participants’ days engaged,
(Figure 3). On sheer numbers they account for over three-quarters
which would give a better indication of resource and time inputs
of visits to the DOC estate, which may suggest the bulk of DOC’s
into recreation activity. Another source that addresses this is the
resources should be allocated to so-called ‘front-country’ areas,
Department of Conservation’s National Visitor Database, which
with easy access and close to population centres, rather than facilfor a given year shows the number of visitors to each of over 4000
ities spread across the less accessible back-country. However, the
defined areas or track segments across the conservation estate of
value attached to each visit will in part be a function of visitors’
national parks, forest parks and reserves. These visitor numbers
time spent on-site, as this is one of the inputs into the production
are divided according to the categories of DOC’s recreational
of recreation, which would give a different distribution of visitaopportunity spectrum, on the assumption that the type of visitor
tion across the categories.
and the requirements they seek can be inferred from the types
Figure 4 shows the results of weighting the different visit cateof facility they use. There are six categories: short-stop travelgories
according to the time spent on-site. For this illustration a
lers, day visitors, overnighters, back-country comfort seekers
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FIGURE 3 Raw records of visitors to conservation land (data from the
Department of Conservation’s National Visitor Database, Southland).

FIGURE 4 Percentage of visitor days spent by different categories of visitor
(data from the Department of Conservation’s National Visitor Database,
Southland).

day visit is given a weighting of 1 standard day, overnighters 2
days, back-country comfort seekers 3 days (most Great Walks
can be completed in 3–5 days), back-country adventurers 4 days
and remoteness seekers 5 days. Short-stop travellers are given a
weighting of 0.1 standard days. The results would give the backcountry categories of visitor a slight majority of visitor days, a not
unsurprising result as Southland contains the country’s largest but
least accessible national park in Fiordland, and also all or part of
world-renowned Great Walks such as the Milford, Kepler and
Routeburn tracks. The weighting of categories in this illustration, however, is based on an assumption that the more remote
the visitor experience, the greater the time required to access it.
Improving information on the average times per visitor category,
perhaps through surveys of visitors on different types of track,
would improve the basis for weighting, but that has its own challenges for collecting information across widely dispersed sites
with low individual use levels.
This brief review shows that existing data provide some information on recreation dependent on ecosystem services, but do
not mesh sufficiently well to provide a complete picture of the
patterns of such recreational activity. The two sources provide
snapshots of participation levels, though they contain differences
that are difficult to reconcile. The most comprehensive data on
activity levels exist for the conservation estate, but these do not
cover recreation on private land, rivers or beaches which other
sources indicate these attract a high level of recreation activity.
While there may be other sources of data to add to the mix, a
complete picture of recreational activity levels across recreation
categories, parts of the country and ecosystem types appears to be
some way in the future.

only one type of benefit, and to the extent that New Zealand
studies have addressed wider consequences of recreation and
off-site effects at all, they have been mainly limited to economic
benefits.
There is a wide range of research on visitors to public conservation areas in New Zealand as summarised in Lovelock et al.
(2011a, b), although most of this is about visitor profiles, social
characteristics, behaviour and biophysical impacts, with little
direct reference to economic effects. Where this research has
addressed ecosystem services, it has focused on biophysical
services, not cultural ones (McAlpine and Wotton 2009).
In New Zealand, valuation of conservation land falls into
two broad categories. Government agencies and councils have
commissioned a number of economic impact analysis studies of
specific regions, or attributed a portion of total tourism business
to nature-based activities. Academic institutions, however, have
tended to focus on applying and developing non-market valuation
techniques, often at a more site-specific level than the regional
impact studies.
Numerous studies have been undertaken on the economic
value of visitors to New Zealand, as summarised in the 2009
report for the Ministry of Tourism (Tourism Resource Consultants
2009). Such studies concentrate on measures of economic impact
– expenditure, economic value added5 and length of stay, but
some also identify costs identified by public agencies at national
and local level to identify the yield of different types of tourism.
Several such studies have been prepared for the Department of
Conservation covering specific recreation assets on conservation land, including the Queen Charlotte Track and Abel Tasman
National Park (DOC 2005), the West Coast (DOC 2004) and
Fiordland (DOC 2006a), as reported in the Value of Conservation
(DOC 2006b). A recent study of the value of concessions on
conservation areas reviewed some of this earlier work and nonmarket valuation studies, particularly with respect to the social
impacts on ‘gateway’ communities at focal points where people
enter or leave conservation land (DOC 2011).
One of the most elaborate of impact studies is one
commissioned by SPARC on the value of sport and recreation

ESTIMATES OF VALUE OF CURRENT RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITY
If information on the amount of recreation activity is uncertain, estimating the value of recreational activity is also going
to be fraught with difficulty. According to Booth (2006), most
information on benefits of recreation in New Zealand relates to
visitors’ satisfaction with on-site experiences. This represents
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(Dalziel 2011: Table 1). This built on some earlier studies for
the Hillary Commission that not only assembled data on the
measured production related to sport and recreation in New
Zealand, but also included estimates of non-market effects, such
as the contribution of volunteers’ input into sport and recreation
activity (BERL 2000).
TABLE 1 A multi-level value of sport and recreation
Value of Sport and Recreation of New Zealand 2008/09
Value added
$bn

Cumulative
$bn

GDP share
%

Sport & recreation
industries

3.840

3.840

2.1

S&R Infrastructure
providers

0.670

4.510

2.4

Volunteers

0.730

5.240

2.8

Productivity & health benefit
Work productivity

0.281

Improved health outcome

3.947

Personal costs (injuries etc)

-3.190

Total

1.038

6.278

Time vaue of participation
Participation

5.338

Volunteering services

0.654

Watching youth sport

0.956

Total

6.948
-1.038

Total value of sport and
recreation

5.910
12.188

Source: Dalziel 2011

The 2011 study extends the boundaries further, by providing
estimates for successively widening scope of economic effect that
can be associated with sport and recreation. The most narrowly
defined estimate of impact is for 17 sport and recreation related
industries, which together produced $3.8 billion value added,
equivalent to 2.1% of national GDP for the 2008/09 study year.
The list of industries covers sport and recreation instructors,
venues and facilities management, manufacture and retailing of
recreation goods, nature reserves and conservation parks operation. It also includes boatbuilding and repair services and horse
farming, whose large export items – super-yachts and thoroughbred racehorses – boost the estimated value although having little
connection to recreation participation in New Zealand.
Extending the scope of the estimate to include sport and
recreation infrastructure providers, such as central government
expenditure on physical education and local government value
added to the construction industry from spending on new sport
and recreation facilities, adds another $0.7 billion to the total. The
estimate is expanded further to include the contribution of volunteers, valued at the opportunity cost of volunteers’ time at an
assumed wage rate to arrive at a combined value of $5.2 billion,
equivalent to 2.8% of GDP.
From here the estimate pushes into new territory, claiming
value from improvements in work productivity, health benefits
and personal injury costs. The work productivity gain is calculated from an Australian study that suggests fewer days off work
for the fit and active proportion of the population, and it may not
be unreasonable to assume a similar outcome in New Zealand.
It also follows an Australian lead to combine current recorded
activity levels and Australian estimates of the risk of premature death from inactivity (Medibank Private 2008; Frontier
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Economics 2009) to estimate the cost of inactivity avoided from
participation in sport and recreation. This approach provides a
dollar figure but is certainly an overestimate of benefits, as it
basically uses the average cost per inactive person as the benefit
(avoided cost) per active person. However, that average cost of
the inactive represents a distribution of costs ranging from very
high for the most inactive and seriously unwell people, to quite
low for those just below the five by 30 minutes of moderate exercise per week threshold that divides the active from the inactive.
The average cost avoided per active person is closer to the lower
end of the inactive cost distribution than to the upper end, or to
the mean. It might reasonably be estimated by the cost saved
by someone crossing over the threshold from inactive to active
status, but that is a marginal value and it is not reasonably estimated by the rather higher average cost of all inactive people.
Finally the estimate claims an additional $5.9 billion of value
from the opportunity cost of time of participants and volunteers,
on the grounds that each participant must value their participation
time at least as much as their opportunity cost in earning potential. This is at odds with the accounting framework being used
for the study. It gives an estimate closer to a gross output than
a value-added one, with no identifiable costs to offset against it
other than the value of time which is already serving as a proxy
for the benefit. It cannot be added to or compared with GDP or
other economic aggregates without making similar adjustments
to all other activities in the economy – like inflating the value of
food production by the opportunity cost of time spent preparing
and eating it. This study illustrates the paucity of data with which
to compile impact analyses of activities like recreation, and the
risks of pushing the framework to incorporate externality effects
that it is not designed to measure.
Interest in non-market valuation in New Zealand was pioneered
in the agricultural faculties at Lincoln and Massey universities, and has spread to Auckland, Otago and more recently to a
growing interest at the University of Waikato. There has also
been interest among private economic consultancies, including
non-market valuations for biosecurity assessments (Bell et al.
2008; Nimmo-Bell 2011) and in transport applications (Miller
and Guria 1991).
Kaval and Yao (2007) reviewed non-market valuation studies
and estimated the benefits of New Zealand outdoor recreation,
building on a Tourism New Zealand estimate (which appears
not to have been since updated) of over 4 million international
and domestic outdoor recreation participants in 2006, giving rise
to an estimated 72.5 million recreation days in the year (18 per
participant on average). Kaval and Yao estimated an economic
contribution of recreation that year of $3.8 billion attributable
to outdoor recreation. That, however, is not the total economic
value of outdoor recreation as it excludes non-market values, an
omission which they rectify by undertaking a meta-analysis of 19
non-market valuation studies of recreation activity, to derive an
average value per recreation day.
They found the average value per person day was $71, which
spread across 72.5 million outdoor recreation days implied a total
value of $5.17 billion per year – equivalent to about 3% of GDP
in 2007. That survey omitted a number of non-market valuation
studies so Yao and Kaval (2007) in a wider survey of non-market
valuation updated and revised their analysis for recreation. This
resulted in a lower estimated value per person-day of $57 and
aggregate consumer surplus of $4.1 billion per year (equivalent
to 2.5% of GDP).
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FIGURE 5 Number of studies applying non-market valuation techniques
to recreation in New Zealand (data from Lincoln University (2012) New
Zealand Non-Market Valuation Database).

FIGURE 6 Non-market valuation studies of recreation types in New
Zealand (data from Lincoln University (2012) New Zealand Non-Market
Valuation Database).

Yao and Kaval (2007) report South Island values are on
average $131 per visitor day, considerably higher than North
Island values ($28 per visitor day) and surmise there may be location bias due to South Island studies containing more sites with
national or international attraction (e.g. Milford Track, Mount
Cook) and North Island studies including more sites of local
or regional significance. They distinguish tramping (on Great
Walks) and climbing as high value activities worth more than
$100 per visitor day, fishing as a moderate value activity, and
camping and picnicking as low value activities worth less than
$35 per visitor day.
They also report a very wide variation in value of a recreation person-day, from $0.38 to $622, reflecting the averaging of
results from diverse non-market valuation studies undertaken
with different techniques and different contexts, and little ability
to control for variations in local preferences and demand, availability of substitutes, awareness and accessibility of national and
international tourists.
Kaval and Yao’s estimate of $3.8 billion economic contribution of outdoor recreation in 2006 is coincidently the same as
Dalziel’s estimate for sport and recreation in 2008. Converted to
2008 dollar terms the 2006 estimate is 6% larger than the 2008
estimate, which is of an ostensibly broader sector. This is a result
of differences in assumptions and methods to overcome data
limitations. The economic contribution of ecosystem-dependent
recreation is probably within the bounds of these estimates, but
neither estimate is sufficiently reliable to determine what that
proportion might be.
At time of writing Lincoln University’s New Zealand
Non-Market Valuation database contains 43 studies giving
results for recreation affected by ecosystem services. Figure 5
shows the most frequent technique applied has been contingent
valuation with 20 studies, followed by travel cost analysis (17),
benefit transfer (5) and choice modelling (1). The low frequency
of choice modelling is something that can be expected to change:
not only have advances in computational techniques made these
studies relatively easier to apply than formerly, but also international studies have shown their ability to reveal variations in value
for different attributes that are potentially useful in managing the

mix of features such as open space, forest, and tracks found at sites
used for recreation (Hanley et al. 1998). Such detail would also
be useful in estimating the economic consequences in marginal
changes in ecosystem services provided for recreation.
Figure 6 shows the breakdown of non-market valuation studies
applied to different types of recreation. The most frequent application is to general recreation, which covers the valuation of visits
to particular locations without distinguishing activities. In none
of these types of recreation is there a large number of studies,
indicating that for benefit transfer purposes there is a small pool
to draw from and, as yet, little basis for expecting meta-analysis
to comprehensively be able to control for all influential variables.
One thing the non-market valuations do show is that the highest
daily values for recreation come from specialist activities, whose
participants invest in training, equipment and time to perfect their
craft. Casual recreation like sightseeing has very much lower
value, which suggests that simple headcounts of recreationists
displaced and new visitors brought in by a new development are
not necessarily a good indication of value gained or lost.
In summary, valuation of recreation and tourism in New
Zealand to date has concentrated on economic impact and multiplier analysis, as represented in DOC’s Value of Conservation
(2006b), or on non-market valuation of specific sites and
resources. While the impact studies provide some information
on the contribution of nature-based recreation and tourism to the
regional and the national economy, they do not cover full effects
of externalities. They also are not informative for questions such
as what would happen to the net value from nature-based recreation in a region if some of the natural assets were to be modified or
transformed by other uses. The non-market valuation studies are
dominated by stated preference studies, which raises questions
about the values used and their suitability for wider application
through the benefit transfer technique.
An example of what can be achieved in assessing the value
of recreation from natural ecosystem services is provided in
the UK’s National Ecosystem Assessment Economic Analysis
Report (2011). Antara et al. (2011) combine valuation with a GIS
framework in their economic assessment of the recreational value
of British ecosystems. While noting that specific activities, like
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2008/09, suggesting that at least part of the market for walking
depending on their surroundings. To overcome this they develop
and tramping continued to grow over that period.
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on
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to
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In short the method uses the site prediction model to predict the
DOC’s
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current predominant orientanumber and distribution of sites under different future scenarios,
tion
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back-country,
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under
management
but
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the
most
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and the meta-analysis allows values to be attached to likely visitaSPARC’s (2008b) Outdoor Recreation Review Initial
tion under these scenarios, with the value per visit varying with
Findings
Report elaborates on the challenges of a changed and
the characteristics of each site. It depends on a substantial prior
changing
context for recreation, caused by increased urbanisainvestment in data preparation, including valuation studies, metation,
ageing
populations, decreasing club memberships, and
analyses and GIS framing.
increasing demands for eco-tourism and adventure tourism
increasing pressure on environments. It also notes pressures on
TRENDS IN RECREATION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
people’s discretionary time and the ready availability of inactive,
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
screen-based leisure pursuits.
In the absence of extensive reliable data, there are many
Dignan and Cessford’s (2009) report for the Mountain Safety
different views about the trends and direction of recreation,
Council summarises the state of knowledge in New Zealand on
depending on the perspective of the beholder. Like the parable of
participation levels and trends for a range of outdoor recreathe blind man and the elephant, each perceives a different truth,
tion activities, with implications for search and rescue and ACC
but much energy is expended arguing from partial perspectives in
injury claims. They point in particular to the ageing of populathe absence of a complete picture.
The Active New Zealand survey and its predecessors in 2001
tions, increasing urbanisation and concentration of population
and 1997 provide some information on trends (Figure 7), but are
around Auckland, increased interest in passive, home-based
limited by changes in definitions between the surveys. Between
recreation or less time-demanding recreation closer to home, and
2001 and 2008 it shows declines in the share of population
a consistent under-representation in traditional outdoor recreation
participating in walking (−11%), gardening (−16%), tramping
among young, non-European ethnic groups. They predict that
(−4%), skiing (−3%) and sailing (−3%), while the biggest gains
tramping is likely to remain static in absolute terms, with declines
in participation were in road cycling (4%) and running or jogging
in tramping club activity offset by overseas tourists, but overall a
(2%). Activity levels may show different patterns to participadecline in relative terms over the longer term. Hunting also faces
tion. For instance, DOC’s latest figures for its Great Walks show
long-term decline, as does freshwater fishing, with populations
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Ultimatehikes.co.nz, www.humpridgetrack.co.nz, http://english.turistforeningen.no/).
that create some supply-generated demand, reinforcing trends towards self-guided recreation
Given the difficulty of enumerating recreational activity and
and away from club-generated activity. The challenge for recreathe value attached to it, it is not possible at present to answer
tion management is in decision-making in a world where tastes
the questions of how recreation value changes with ecosystem
change and the supply of information lags behind the demands
services. Current estimates provide some upper limits on total
made on the infrastructure of recreation settings and facilities.
value but more research is required on changing values at the
Technological changes are shifting behaviours, with the Internet
margin to address questions of how shifting demands are likely
and mobile phones creating new avenues for gathering inforto change values of recreation and the implications for future
mation and forming links with like-minded people to engage in
management of natural resources that deliver the ecosystem
shared interests in an informal way that is hard to monitor. At
services.
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ENDNOTES
1 A missing market is a form of market failure, caused by absence of conditions for markets to emerge, such as high transaction costs, poorly defined
property rights, or potential for free-riding behaviour on the services
provided by others.
2 Recreation participants may also have ‘fellow travellers’ who accompany
them to recreation areas but do not participate in the recreation activity, but
the ratio of these to active participants is much smaller than that for spectator
sports.
3 An externality is an effect of an action by one party that falls on third parties
without invitation or compensation.
4 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Washington DC, www.
noaa.gov/
5 Economic value added (EVA) = (Income – Expenses (including wages
and salaries and depreciation) – Tax + Interest)-(Total Capital × Weighted
Average Cost of Capital). This differs from the Value Added or GDP contribution in which VA = Operating Surplus + Employee Compensation +
Fixed Capital Consumption (depreciation) + Net Indirect Taxes. VA identifies the return on factors in production from a national perspective – owner’s
equity, labour, fixed capital and government – whereas EVA takes a private
business perspective of income to the business after costs outlaid.

